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STOPPING POWER AND ENERGY FOR ION PAIR PRODUCTION
FaR 340 MEV PROTONS
Department of Physics, Radiation Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley, California
August 3, 1950
Summary
The relative stopping powers for 300 Mev protons of H, Li, Be, e, AI,
Fe, Cu, Ag, Su, W, Pb, and U nave been measured. The results are shown in
Table I. The energy spent per ion-pair production in the gases H2, He,
N2, 02' and A at 340 Mev proton energy has also been measured. The results
are shown in Table II.
* Zeeman Laboratory, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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STOPPING POlNER AND ENERGY FOR ION PAIR PRODUCTION
FOR 340 MEV PRarONS
Co J o Bakker and Eo Segre
Department of Physi OBI) Radiation Laboratory
University of CalifornialJ BerkeleYI) California
August 3 9 1950
The ~~erage rate of energy loss of fast particles due to ionization
o:dy iiS giyen by the well=known Bathe formulal
dE
= -- '" --"",,,-ax nro/'''-'
'" [0 2mv2NZ ",n-- =
I
(1)
~Xl wb.:Lch e and ill are the electronic: charge and mass IJ ez is the charge of
tr"8 h:;.cident particlej) NZ is the number of electrons per unit volume of
::tt~prirlg matex-it;tll) ~ "" .!.... and I is the mean excitation potential of the
0:
fr;'O.'lJ.18 11:. the I3toppin.g material o
This fo,rmula. holds when v » uk where uk is the vel oei ty of the orbital
",ls,ctlfons in. the K=;s:hell of the atoms in the stopping material o Effects
fJ1.i':·h as l"adiationl) nuclear interactions and so on are not taken into account
in fonnula (1) 3 they m'fl.y play an increasingly important part at higher
Extensive tables based on formula (1) have been computed by Arona
Hofftnan and William~2 of the Radiation Laboratory of the University of
Califo1mia o In these table s the mea.."1 exeltation potential I was chosen
proportional to Zg in accordance with B10ch us theory3 developed on the basis
of the Thomas~Fermi model of the atom o The value of the Bloch constant liz
was ohosen to be 11 0 5 ev in aClco:rda...""lce wi th measu:rements by Ro Ro Wilson o 4
In cases where the condi tion v» Uk was not fulfilled correction terms were
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added to formula (1) given by Livingston and Bethe o l
Exp erimmtal
Since the 340 Mev protons of the Berkeley cyclotron afford a good oppor-
tunity of checking the semi~empirical part of the stopping power calculation
and the result is of practical importance» we decided~ using these particles»
to measure the stopping power of various elements spre~d over the periodic ~s-
The high energy protons of the 184=inch oyclotron are stopped by 93 Q 7
g/em2 of copper (ionization extrapolated range) as measured from the Bragg
curve at the end of the r8.11ge (see below) 0 In the experiments approximately
30 g/cm2 of copper were replaced by the material to be investigatedo By again
measuring the Bragg curve at the end of the range the maSl:\ stopping power,of
the various materials relative to copper could be dete~inedQ At the initial
energy of the protons (measured as 340 Mev from the radius of the orbit and
magnetic field in the cyclotron) the energy loss induced by 30 gfcm2 of copper
amounts to about 15 Mevo The mean energy of the protons in the absorbing
materi al is theref'ore about 300 Mevo 'fhe experimental arrangap.ent may be
essentially seen from Fig o 1 0 The fast protons emerged from the concrete wall
surrounding the 184-inch cyclotron through a oollimator of 1/2 inch inner dia-
meter at the exit» passed successively through the material to be investigated,
through 56 0 70 gfcm2 of copper and then» in order to measure the Bragg curve»
through layers of copper that could be varied from 0 to 11 times 0 9 72 91~2o
The latter were mounted in 2 inch holes arranged near the circumference of a
large wheel which could be rotated from a distance o Th~ measurements of all
12 positions could be made in about 10 minutes o As a measuring instrument
for the protons we used an ionization chamber filled with argon to atmospheric
UCHl, 850
"jCIn",:nJ :rcou~Ld be taken for thi.s" A.f'ter consider'ing the thX'B'9! pOf.!:'Jibi.~
(-S'.;ef'ullyw6 arri yed a.t "che conclusion tha.t they welL'S all abouit; equ.all;y
.i.'''. I:c p..'gr'eement with common practi.ce we c:hose as a ltefel<ence the :('9nge
'Jv" inten;:ectI.on of the FJt'3epest tangent wl"l:;h the abs,c~se81! 1J.m;:alJy
i<)' ,n,'::ee,d ';,f7j 1?2:.!~ ~'xe611.eT1.t proof' of the cons,tanoy of tb.e ene:x')gy of tt18 pr(>,,,--,
number. of g/cm'C' of' 00pper by the equivalent l).umbe;~'
r.. ,. ( f:h€! ".;,:'srn82l.T.: v.ndeY' investigation one obtains the mass stopping P(\W81'
'i'C':>:ltive ':;,0 copper o Table I,\) column 2" shows the results of the meas,wtements c
'Th.':: :me':<r~. ~xp,s:rJiment;al error of these nl.111lbers 9 except for hydrogen£! .is about
~;Lou 10 percen:t o Moreover it must be remembered that the ,:;,hemical bi.l't(iing
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Table I
r---------.------------,-----------,--------.,.--------,
O'··~
v 011..-
0 4
r
ev
34 0 0
680
453
243
422
279
150*
7S?
a "':
Stopping power
per' elec;t:.r'on
Al ""' 1
2 0 1 'j ;{~;:t;,fO,
1,.,062 loH3!l:
1 0 024 ] 0 113
1 0 1:;,~1l, 1. 0 :()'~i/~~
1 0 00°'" 1,., ~)OO'"
0 906 ,.,941
,.,8'1'5 0 9 (:'4
,.,789 0 873
o 'r 5l ,,859
0 680 0 814
,,660 ,,804
0 630 0 786
Al "'" 1
'7'J7'"
o " t "
Cu "" I
Mass stopping power
10214
1 0 171
1 0 000*
----+--.---4----------------- ---'''- --
Be
c
K-:/ J_n CH,,)
&.J \ -t::,
Element
6
4
13 AI.
26 Fe
29 COl
4'7 Ag~
50 3D.
'-;/,<:i VI[I ''±
82 Po
92 U
:n each column -the reference value is marked by an >to "
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of the hydrogen in polyethylene may have considerable influence. (Experiments
on the effect of chemical binding in stopping power will be carried out in
the near future in this Laboratory.)
As it is common practice to tabulate the mass stopping power relative to
aluminum~ we also calculated this quantity from our measurements. The data are
shown in column 3 of Table Ie
It is of interest to determine from our data the stopping power per elec~
tron. According to formula (1) thi s quantity is
_dEl:
dx
NZ
(2)
The stopping power per electron relative to aluminum is
f~ (1 - ~2) - ~2J
in (1 _ ~2) _ ~2]
[en 2 mv2 -
-----
.... CU1 2 mv2 -
q
v~ich was calculated from our data by multiplying the figures of Table II
column 3 by A/AAl • ZA1/Z,l> in which A and Z are the atomic weight and the
atomic number of the element under investigation~ and ~l = 26.97# ZAl = 13 1
the corresponding numbers for al~inum. Column 4 of Table I Shows the result.
Dr. R. A. Bethe has kindly pointed out to us that the most favorable
method for further analyzing our results is to use formula (3) to calculate
the mean exei tation potentials 1. The absolute value of I can be based on
Wi lson' s determination of 150 ev as the mean excitation potential for aluminum
which is accurate to ± 3 percent. Wilson's measurement,l> however l does not
give a satisfactory value for the Bloch constant liz as aluminum is too
light an element for the Bloch theory to be valid.
UCRL 850
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Introducing in formula (3) IAl ~ 150 ev and ~ = 0 0 65. so that
[en 2 mv2 - en (1 - ~2) - ~2J 13 0 112, it follows that
The values of I and I/Z are tabulated in columns 5 and 6 of Table 1 0
It is seen from the last column that the Bloch "constant" is nearly
constant between Z = 46 and Z = 92 0 The average value is 9 0 1 ev o This value
is somewhat lower than the value Bethe derived in a similar way from Stephan
and Thornton i s 5 total range measurements of 194 Mev deuterons, namely slightly
over 10 evo Our value should be considered as more accurate o ,
As also pointed out to us by Dr. Bathe a satisfactory result confirming
the analysis is the average potential for beryllium, which comes out to be
60 0 4 ev o Madsen and Venkateswarlu6 have determined this value by a direct and
absolute experiment and found i.t to be 64 : 5 ev o This result is not as accu-
rate as Wilson's but has the advantage of being a direct absolute determination
in which, unlike Wilson, they did not make use of the stopping power for air o
The agreement within experimerltal errors serves to confirm Wilson's values for
aluminum to some extent o
Analysis of straggling
Formula (1) gives the average energy loss suffered by a charged particle
in traversing some stopping material o Actually the number of collisions, which
reduces the energy, is finite, and a statistical fluctuation in the amount of
energy lost can be expected ("straggling").
Starting with particles of the same initial energy Eo and Ro being the
average range, the probability for a particle to have a range R is given by
the Gaussian
Dam... 850
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peR) =
1
2u (R = R )2
o av
exp
It has been shown 7 and by Livingston and Bethe8 that for protonsby Bohr
of high initial energy the mean square fluotuation in the range is
(R = R )2 ::; 4ue4NZ /0 ~dE ~~3 dEo av dx
0
We oaloulated (R - Ro )2 for 340 Mev protons stopped in copper. Theav
values of dE/dx as a function ofE were taken from the list in the tables of
2Aron et alo The result is
(R _ R )2
o av
In order to compare this theoretical value of straggling in copper with
the experimental Bragg ourve we Iffolded" the one particle ionization curve in
*argon into a Gaussian o It was found that satisfactory agree~ent \rith the
experimental Bragg curve was obtained if we chose
The difference between the experimental and theoretical value of the
straggling constant must be ascribed to inhomogeneities in the absorbing layer,
which for copper are small, and to the spread in energy of the initial protons.
If we suppose the latter to be the main effect it follows that the spread in
initial energy of
with (R _ R )2
o av
the 340 Mev proton beam gives rise to an additional straggling
2 2
::; 0 0 63 (g/cm eu) which denotes an average energy spread of
the proton beam of about 1/2 percent o This value is in satisfactory agreement
*The range-energy curves of Aron et alo (refo 2) were used to determine this
curve 0
UCRL 850
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with what one expects from the geometrical arrangement of the collimators
and the small magnet which bends the proton beam into the exit hole in the
concrete wall surrounding the l84-inch cyclotron. Moreover~ a similar result
follows from the study of the threshold range of the reaction C12(p~pn)ell
by Peterson~ Aamodt~ and Phillips9 of this Laboratory.
From our analysi s we deri v·e that the mean range R
o
of the protons is 92.4
&lcm2 Cu~ which according to the table of Aron et 13.1. corresponds with 334 0 7
Mev initial proton energyo It should be remarked however that Aron et 13.1. used
for copper the value of r == 333.5 ev whereas according to the present paper
leu == 279 evo This increases the value of the initial proton energy by 2 per-
cent to 341 ~ev.*
Energy for ion pair production
The energy for ion pair production by the 340 Mev protons of the 184-inch
cyclotron was measured for the gases hydrogen~ helium l nitrogen~ oxygen and
argon. The proton beam was allowed to cross two identical ionization chambers.
One~ filled with argon at atmospheric pressure, served as a monitor. The other
was successiYely filled with the gases to be investigated. In order to compare
the results corrections were made for differences in teruperature and filling
pressure. The energy per ion production W follows from
energy loss
w==-------"--'----------
number of ion puirs produced
In this relation the numerator is the rate of energy loss - dE which for
dx
2the various gases is to be found in the tables of Aron; the denominator is
*An entirely independent measurement of the energy of the beam made byMr.
Mather using the properties of the r8renkov radiation gives 345 Mev. However
the two results are not comparable because they were obtained with the beam de-
flected in slightly different ways and this change is enough to justify the
slight discrepancy.
UCRL 850
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proportional to the ionization measured in the ionization chamber.
The second column of Table II lists the values of - : used to derive
from our measurements the val ues of Vi relative to argon, which is shown in
column 3 0
Recently Chamberlain, Segre and Wiegand measured the number of ion pairs
produced by one 340 Mev proton crossing 1 em of argon at atmospheric pressure
and 00 C; this number is 169 and was obtained by combining the ionization
measurement with an absolute current measurement by means of a Farad~cageo
It agrees with results independently obtained by V. Z. Peterson. This result
is of practical importance because it can be used to measure beam currentsin
Combining the last number with the theoretical value of
a simple way avoiding the somewhat tedious use of a Faraday cage.
dE
d.x
for argon
we find WA = 24 0 84 electron volts per ion pair, This allows the determination
of the WIS of the other gases o The result is shown in column 4 of Table II.
For comparing we added in column 5 of Table II the values of W measured at low
10energy(Po = a~particles) by Alder, Huber and Metzger.
We wish to thank Dr o Karl Strauch and Mr. T. Thompson for their help
during the measurements o
This work was performed under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission.
Information Division
scb/8-5~50
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Table II
UCRL 850
Gas _ dE (Mev/em) W/wA W(ev) W(ev)dx
340 Mev p 340 Mev p 340 Mev p Po - a-particles
_._-~
. hydrogen 50 84 x 10-4 1 0 405 34.9 35 0 1
helimn 50 34 x 10-4 1 0 02 25 0 3 30.2
nitrogen 3 0 49 x 10-3 1.315 32 0 7 36 0 3
oxygen 3.92 x 10-3 1.23 30.6 34.5
argon 4.02 x 10-3 1 0 00 24.84 27 0 6
I
air (ca1- 32 0 2 35 0 8
cu1ated)
UCRL 850
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Figure Captions
The experimental arrangement A is the c~rete wall surrounding
the 184-inch cyclotron. The 340 Mev p~otons pass through a
collimator with 1/2 inch diameter exit hole. Band C are ioni-
zation chambers. X is the material under investigation, with
stopping power equivalent to about 30 g/cm2 of oopper. eu is
56.70 g/cm2 of copper absorber~ D is a wh~elt by which dif-
ferent thicknesses of copper absorber could be inserted,
a) shows the complete experimental Bragg curve for 340 Mev
protons stopped by copper.
b) gives the end of the Bragg curve on an enlarged scale. The
crosses and circles denote measurements at different times.
The steepest tangent has been drawn in.
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